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TRADElIAlUtlS AND PArElfTS UD THE WAR 

REVENUE BILL. 

As we are going to press, the War Revenue Bill is  
reported to have been favorably acted upon by the 
conferees, and it is probable that the bill will be passed 
and be put in the hands of the President by the time 
the present issue is pu blished. It is with a great deal 
of pleasure that we have to announce that I,he so
called Chilton alllendlllent, which has caused so much 
consternation alllong manufacturers. has been elimi
nated frolll the bill. '.rhis bill was originally passed by 
the Senate, and, in justice to that body, it must be 
said that we believe such a bill would not have been 
passed under ordinary circumstances: but those who 
considered the bill unwise and radical in its nature 
were unable to offer such opposition to its passage as 
they deemed necessary, owing to the urgent nature of 
the bill as a whole. The object of the bill was to place 
a graduated tax on all articles sold in boxes or other 
parcels, which had been pl'epared or manufactured un
der letters patent, or which were sold under trade
marks. 

In the first place, the joinder of patents and trade
marks had nothing in reason to justify it. They have 
nothing whate\'er in common. The amendment was 
evidently based on the supposition that both inven
tors and owners of trademarks depend for their pro
perty rights on the national government. This is in 
no sense true of the owners of trademarks, and if in
yentors receive rights it is simply as an inducement to 
disclose a knowledge of their inventions to the public. 

As to tl'ademark8, it would seem that their very na
ture and purpose had been lost sight of. A merchant 
or manufacturer adopts a mark solely that his goods 
may be identified by the purchaser, and it is a guar· 
antee of good faith. If the goods turn out to be of ill· 
different quality, the purchaser can thus avoid buying 
again. To tax them, therefore, would only invite omis
sion of the use of the trademark, and this would mean 
simply the suppression of any guarantee or any means 
by which the purchaser could guard against a second 
deception, and would give the advantage to the dis
honest and unskilled merchant or manufacturer, who 
puts ou t goods without a mark of identification, to the 
detriment of the public. Reputable manufacturers 
and merchants would, therefore, have been compelled 
to use their marks only to such a nominal extent as 
would preserve their property righ ts. 

Trademarks do not depend on statutory enactment. 
They primarily are protected by common law. In
deed, only trademarks in use in foreign trade or trade 
with Indian tribes are registerable. So sacred have 
trademarks been held from medieyeJ times, t.hat even 
the marks of foreigners have been upheld in the lead
ing countries of the world (often without registration), 
even when a state of war existed with the country of 
which the foreigner was a subject. 

Clearly a tax should be impartially fixed on the goods 
of a certain character or deBcription, and not on the 
mere trademark, which simply stands for the good 
name of the reputable merchant, otherwise the man 
having no reputation and no trademark can undersell 
him w ho honestly and fearlessly puts on his personal 
mark guaranteeing his goods. 

A tax on patented goods also would be prohibitive 
in most cases, because the patentee could not compete 
with the unpatented and untaxed goods of his rivals. 
The proposition must be looked on as. a strange one 
indeed that discriminates against honesty, enterprise 
and inventive talent. 

The great speech of Senft tor Platt, of Connecticut, in 
1884, showing the necessity of encouraging inventors, 
may be read with profit by his fellow legislators. It 
would be indeed strange if the present period, in which 
we are reaping the reward of having encouraged in
ventors, should have been selected a s  the appropriate 
time to place a fine on the maker of patented goods. 

It is gratifying to note that the conferees were led to 
perceive the mischievous consequences of the bill be
fore it was returned to either House for consideration. 
We have to congratulate ourselves upon the very sen
sible stand which has been taken in regard to what 
would have been a most harmful measure. 

----------��.� .. .------------
C OllllUNICATIONS DURING THE SIEGE OF PARIS. 

Among the most interesting subjects connected with 
the siege of Paris, in 1870-71, was the method by which 
the Parisians communicated with the outside world, 
and the story of their trials and triumphs never ceases 
to be interesting. Even after the war had begun, the 
Parisians delighted to demonstrate to each other the 
mathematical impossibility of the investment of the 
city; but in a few short weeks they were shown their 
error, and they were surrounded by an impenetrable 
line of German soldiers. Paris was well fortified, 
armed, garrisoned and provisioned, but they now had 
to solve the problem of communications from outside. 

There were within the fortifications about 2,000,000 
people, a quarter of whom were under arms, and it was 
remarkable that the beleaguered capital should have 
succeeded in obtaining almost constant communications 
with the departments during the siege-a circumstance 
which was only rendered possible by the rapid ad· 
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vance made in the few preceding years in science. 
The stubborn resistance which Paris offered to the 
enemy was due to a considerable extent to the facility 
with which they communicated with the outside world, 
for the mental anxiety consequent upon the complete 
isolation of hUlldreds of thousands of human beings 
unfits them fOI' resolutely engaging in a struggle of 
lengthened duration. 

On September 18, 1870, the last regular dispatch of 
letter� from Paris was sent, and at 5 o'clock P. M. the 
early mail train wa;:; forced to return: but on the 20th, 
the post office authorities attempted to send out the 
mails in three light-colored vehicles, drawn by three 
horses and accompanied by horse and foot couriers; 
but, with the exception of one of the latter, they were 
all driven back by the bullets of the German sentries. 
Up to the 24th of September, a number of couriers 
were sent out, but only a few succeeded in passing the 
Gel'man lines. The majority of these messengers car
ried with them dispatches in cipher, which were care
fully secreted. At last the plan of sending out these 
men was abandoned. Paris, at this period, was far 
frOlu depending exclusively upon the postal couriers. 
After the time when the land route became practically 
closed, and water communications being impossible, 
reconrse to the air was taken. 

Naturally the idea of employing balloons to take out 
letters early suggested itself to every one. On Septem
ber 21, the director of the Paris post office gave notice 
to the public to write their letters on extremely thin 
paper and to dispense with the envelope, and it soon 
transpired he had made arrangements with Nadal', 
the well-known aeronaut and photographer, to estab· 
Iish a regular balloon service. 
, On September 23, the "Neptune," in charge of M. 
Duruof a well-known aeronaut, ascended with three 
mail bags containing 25,000 letTer... The Prussians 
pointed cannon at the balloon, but the balls exhausted 
their impetus before the balloon was reached, though 
some of them aro�e sufficiently high to cause the 
balloon to vibrate perceptibly. The infantry peppered 
away with their rifles, but did no damage, and the 
aeronaut amused himself by showering down a q uan
tityof N adar's address cards upon the heads of the 
Prussians. In three-quarters of an hour he alighted 
near Evreux, and his mail and official dispatches were 
promptly deli vered. The departure of the next balloon, 
the Cittil. di Firenze, took place on September 25, carry
ing 104 kilogrammes of letters, and with g)'eat difficulty 
the balloon succeeded in making a successful voyage. 
From that day the transit of Paris mails through the 
air was an accomplished fact and by degrees the weigh t 
of all letters was limited to one-eighth of an ounce. 

Energetic steps were at once taken to construct a 
number of balloolls for postal purposes. All of the 
balloons in the city were utilized first. An aero
nautic company was formed for the manufacture of 
the balloons. The cost of each was to be $800, includ
ing the cost of ga .. for its inflation. '.rhe aeronaut wa .. 
to receive $40 for each ascension. A number of small 
paper balloons 18 feet in diameter were also constructed 
which would be capable of raising rather more than a 
hundredweight. These " free balloons," as they were 
styled, were abandoned to the mercy of the winds 
without any aeronant, and they only carried newly 
authorized postal cai'ds, the contents of which were to 
be read by the postal authorities before being dis
patched, so as to make sure they c ontained no infor· 
mation likely to prove serviceable to the enemy. The 
cost of transmission was fixed at two cents each. A 
regular system of lookouts were organized in the de
partments to watch for these free balloons. They 
were only sent up when the wind was favorable. 

A balloon factory was organized at the Gare d'Orleans 
and under the vast iron and glass arched roof of this 
railroad station the balloons were built. Sailors 
balanced themsel ves on the metal girders and trusses 
and suspended long strips of colored calico reaching al
most to the ground, and from the girders already hung 
wickerwork cars, trailing ropes and grappling irons. 
A score of women were either occupied in straighten
ing out and ironing long pieces of material or else soak
ing the calico to get rid of its stiffness and dyestuff. 
Having been hung up to dry, the material was then 
cut to the various patterns, and after a preliminary 
varnishing, a hundred or more girls seated at long 
tables and superintended by Madame Godard pro
ceeded to sew the seams with mathematical exactitude. 
Then came a second coat of varnish both inside and 
out. The bai\oon� were then inflated by means of a 
metal fan which caused the varnish to dry quicker anG. 
facilitated the detection of any hales that lllight 
hitherto have passed unperceived. The netting. ropes 
and other tackle, together with the cars, were all made 
by sailors. The balloons were 51 feet 8 inches in 
diameter, 162 feet 4 inches in circumference and had a 
capacity of 72,234 cubic feet. Each balloon required 
twelve days to manufacture. The total weight of the 
balloon, inqependent of passengers and cargo, wa.s 

2,200 pounds. The ballQon itself weighed 450 pound!!, 
and was tested after inflation and held captive until 
the test was completed at an altitude of 655 feet. 

For a time France was really governed by balloons, 
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and M. Gambetta ww conveyed over the Pruss ian 
l ines in a balloon. He had a most exciting trip. The 
first attempt of ascent was relinquished at an altitude 
of 600 yards, for s.ome Prussian soldiers were pereeived 
immediately underneath. Their arms were piled, and 
while they rushed to these, ballast was thrown out, but 
the balloon did not mount sufficiently fast to prevent sev
eral balls penetrating it, one of them grazing Gam betta's 
head. The ascent was safely made near Montdidier. 
Subsequent to Gambetta's departure from Paris, says 
Mr. Vizetelly, " the government decided on dispatch
ing other ardent republicans through the clouds to 
arouse the provinces from their lethargy. Louis Blanc 
was asked to proceed to England to awaken the sym
pathies of the British nation in favor of France. 
Victor Hugo was also offered a commission to the de
partments, but both of these illustrious democrats de
clined, the former on the plea to a particular aversion 
to balloon traveling and the latter on the score that 
his mission was to consecrate himself exclusively to 
the defense of the capital." 

Of all the balloons which left Paris at this time, by 
far the most successful voyage was that of the "Wash
ington," which took out no fewer than 120,000 letters. 
Military balloons were also used in Paris for obtaining 
a vie w of the enemy. The Germans had Herr Krupp 
cast special cannon of extremply small caliber to de
stroy the balloons. 

Carrier pigeons were also used to a considerable ex
tent, and L 100 trained birds were brought in before 
the siege and lodged at the Jardin des Plantes. 
Pigeons were dispatched with balloons to bring back 
word of the safe descent of the balloons, these pigeons 
being furnished by several carrier pigeon societies. 
Not infrequently the pigeons, when they returned, were 
found to be wounded either by some bird of prey or by 
shots from the German rifles. The Germans brought 
birds of prey to the environs of Paris in order that 
they might pursue the carrier pigeons. The dispatch 
was generally contained in a quill fastened to a tail 
feather that remained immovable when the pigeon 
spread its tail to fly. Very many of the messages were 
lost, however. 

With an aerial fleet at their disposal, there had never 
been any difficulty in getting letters out of Paris in a 
reasonable time, but the means of obtaining news from 
the provinces were limited in the extreme, and at last 
the people had to fall back to the employment of 
pigeon messengers. Originally the latter were only 
employed to convey government di�patches to an
nounce the safe arrival of some balloon in the pro
vinces, but in the month of October it was also sug
gested that they might be used to convey the corre
spondence of the general public. At first the messages 
had to follow a fixed form, the words being limited to 
" no" and " yes, " to questions such as .. Are you well?" 
"Do you want money?" etc., which had been pre
viously asked in letters sent out of Paris by balloon. 
The charge for conveying these messages was one franc. 
The messages were sent to the postal delegate at Cler
mont-Ferranil, where they were copied on a single sheet 
of paper and then reduced by photography to the 
most minute proportions and sent by pigeons into the 
capital. On the arrival of these dispatches, the char
acters were enlarged with a microscope and each mes
sage was copied onto a card and forwarded to the 
person to whom it was addressed. The plan was 
found to be rather inconvenient, and at last ordinary 
messages were allowed to be sent. A charge of half 
a franc was made for each word contained in the dis-
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pe.rt of the apparatus and the message was thrown on 
a large screen, so that four transcribers could work at 
once on different parts of the dispatch sheet, each 
square of which contained some 1,600 messages. At a 
later time the dispatches were photographed on collo
dion films on the scale of the original printed matter, 
so that each section was enlarged from the most minute 
dimensions to the size of an 18mo page: the characters, 
being in good, bold type, could thus be read off with 
perfect ease. The collodion film was, moreover, raised 
from the glass and transferred to a sheet of black oiled 
cloth dressed with gu marabic. Finally, the telegrams 
were separated from each other by means of scissors, 
and each person received his dispatch in facsimile of 
the origir�al printed matter. This system proved to be 
very satisfactory. and when the pigeons escaped the 
hawks'arid guns, the Parisians wel'e tolerably sure of 
obtaining information from their friends. Many of 
the dispatches have been transferred and are now ex
hibited as specimens of microphotography, thus afford· 
ing a uniq ue microscope object. Other means that were 
tried was to tie messages onto dogs and have them 
penetrate the German lines, but the scheme was not 
found to be satisfactory. 

. .  , .  
DEPARTURE OF TROOPS F OR MANILA. 

BY OUR CALIFORNIA CORRESPONDENT. 
The Presidio, the military reservation of California 

and headquarters of the department of the Pacific, is 
just now the scene of active military operations occa
s'ioned by a large concentration of Western troops de· 
signed for the occupation of Manila. It occupies 1,600 
acres which front upon the Golden Gate, in a situa
tion most charming in natural picturesqueness, about 
four miles from the Pacific Ocean. A peninsula ex
tends into the strait, contracting the entrancp of San 
Francisco Bay to less than a mile in width, where 
the channel is deepest and the currents most strong. 
At the extremity of this peninsula and guarding 
the narrow passal<e stands Fort Winfield Scott, an im
mense pile of brick and mortar, and mounting a 
hundred guns. The fort is now an abandoned struc
ture, its strength in a military sellse having departed. 
A 13-inch shell dropped inside the fort would imme
diately demolish it. The government no longer main
tains a garrison here, only a sentry, to keep the too 
curious from depredation, beinl< maintained at the 
present time. The situation, however, commands the 
channel, and upon the bluffs above the fort and on the 
hills which rise precipitously on the opposite shore 
are seventeen mortar batteries', dynamite guns and 
monster cannon. 

The Presidio is regarded as a sort of sanitarium 
for the department, where soldiers fresh from the arid 
plains of the interior can there recuperate in a climate 
remarkably genial and temperate. The government 
has spent large sums in beautifying the place, in lay
ing out roads and planting trees and flowers. Prac· 
tically, it is an addition to the park facilities of San 
Francisco, and at all times its magnificent views of 
ocean, bay and shore collectively form one of the most 
superb attractions that can be found upon the conti
nent. 

Until Dewey's victory at Manila the chance of West· 
ern soldiers being needed on the opposite side of the 
globe had, apparently, never occurred to the military 
authorities. The reserves from the regular army were 
dispatched to New Orleans bound to Cuba, and the 
sudden demand for troops for Manila found the post 
almost denuded of available forces. Orders were hast· 
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in a similar manner, and photographic reproductions on such a scale. 
of the " Tours Moniteur " and "The London Times" The w hole population flocked to the Presidio, and 
were �ent into the capital. The films used were of col- in one day over 100,000 people were on the grounds. 
lodion. A suitable number of copies were made of each The sudden call for troops found the government un
sheet. Thp.y were then rolled and incloso:ld in a small prepared with transportation for so large a force, but 
quill, which was sewed ou the tail feathers of as many the resonrces of the port are so great that no inconve
pigeoils as could be procured. 'rhe employment of thin uience or delay resulted. The first troop ship to be 
films of collodion instead of paper was a great improve· chartered was the "Peking," one of the best steam· 
ment, for these films were ten times thinner and lighter ships of the Oriental and Occidental fleet. The " City 
Ihan paper, so that a pigeon was able to carry an in· of Sydney," belonging to the Panama line, and the 
ereased budget of news with a diminution of both " Australia," of the Oceanic Steamship Company, 
weight and volume. both vessels of the first class, were afterward engaged. 

On the arrhral of the pigeons in Paris, the quills con- On May 25 t his flotilla sailed for the East under cir-
taining the microphotographic dispatches were split cumstances most impressive. 
open with a penknife and the films were rapidly un- A new chapter of history began as the three great 
rolled in water containing a few drops of ammonia. vessels passed out of the Golden Gate. The " Peking" 
The filmiil were then dried and "inclosed within two bore a regiment of the First Californi a Natiunal 
plates of glass. They were then ready to be de- Guards, and was crowded to the last inch. This regi
ciphered by the microscope. This mode of reading ment is eomposed of the flower of the youth ful man
proving slow, recourse was had to the projecting lan-

I 
hood of San Francisco, and the march from the Presi

tern, using the electric light. The thin film of collo· dio down Van Ness A\renne and Market Street to the 
dion containing the mfilssage was placed in the prqper dock was one of the most impressive of scenes. The a VEl-
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nues were crowded with people, among whom not one 
but had some personal tie with the departing troops. 
Such a vast crowd, controlled by emotions that could 
not find expression, was never seen before. The gravi
ty of the occasion was felt to its fullest extent. 

The regiment marched to the dock and was hastily 
put aboard the ship. The " Peking" then drew 
into the stream and real military discipline com
menced. 'rhe steamships .. City of Sydney" and the 
"Australia," with the Fourteenth regiment of United 
States infantry and volunteers from Oregon, were next 
to load, and at five o'clock in the evening the three 
steamers started for Manila. The bay was alive. 
Every tug or steamer, every rowboat, was pressed into 
service and as long as possible kept the steamships in 
view. 

SINGING FLAMES. 

In a recent number of The American Journal of Sci
ence, Mr. H. V. Gill has an interesting paper on " The 
Theory of Singing Flames." The phenomenon of a gas 
jet burning inside an open tube emitting a musical 
note is one of those facts which, although known for 
many years and much written about, has never been 
fully explained. Among the more interesting theories 
was that of De la Rive, who supposed the sound to be 
due to a periodic condensation of the water vapor pro
duced in the combustion of hydrogen gas. Faraday 
showed the inadequacy of this theory by the use of a 
flame which did not form water vapor, and proposed 
in its stead the theory that the so·called singing was 
caused by successive periodic explosions of a mixture of 
gas and air. This was accepted by Tyndall. Another 
theory which has been proposed is that the sound is 
produced by vibrations maintained by heat, the heat 
being communicated to the mass of air confined in the 
sounding tube at a place where, in the course of vibra
tion, the pressure changes. Sondhauss performed a 
series of experiments, his chief conclusion being that 
the condition of the column of gas in the supply tube 
had an important influence on the phenomena. Mr. 
H. V. Gill sums up his conclusions as follows: •. We 
think we have made it clear that the pressure on the 
gas plays the important part in this phenomenon, and 
that a consideration of the reactions we have described 
will be found to explain the many facts noted in the 
case of a singing flame, some of which we have alluded 
to. We look, therefore, on the chief cause as a mutual 
reaction between the pressures in the tube and on the 
gas, the energy necessary to sustain the note being 
supplied by the pressure on the gas and the action of 
the flame. We may compare the singing flame to the 
siren, in which the current of air causes the disk to ro
tate, the note being produced by the reaction of the 
disk on the current of air. . We have, then, 
three kinds of singing flames, one depending on changes 
of pressure, another on air currents, and a third de
pending at once on both changes of pressure and on 
air currents. " 

.... e ... 

ANALYSIS OF AIR BY A MUSImOOM. 

By causing various green plants to vegetate in 
nitrogen gas con taining some carbonic acid, 1 became 
convinced that they are essentially anaerobic, that 
they can vegetate without free oxygen, tbat they are 
the means by which nature has provided the atmo
sphere with free oxygen, and that as the composition 
of the air gradually changed, becoming more and more 
oxygenated with the lapse of centuries, plants of 
aerobic nature and animals appeared. 

If I place over water in a gla�s bell full of nitrogen 
containing some carbonic acid, a green plant such as 
Lysimachia nummularia (moneywort), tor instance, 
the atmosphere of the bell soon will be proved to con
tain oxygen, and in a few months it will be even richer 
in oxygen than the external atmosphere. 

In Agaricus atramentarius, on the contrary, we have 
the example of a plant (ani'mal ?) composed of aerobic 
cells which cannot vegetate without. free oxygen, and 
which is capable of analyzing the air as completely as 
does a stick of phosphorus. 

Thus, if I place over water in a graduated glass bell 
full of air (that is nitrogen containing some oxygen) 
one of these mushl"ooms which is entirely plunged in 
the air, i. e., not in contact with the water, and ex
pose it to the solar light, as I did with my green plants, 
I soon remark a considerable condensation of water 
vapor, and then all the oxygen is absorbed. The car
bonic acid produced being dissolved in the water, the 
latter rises in the bell glass. For instance, in a small 
bell glass of 200 c. c. capacity, the level of the water in 
a few days will be 160 c. c., and remain there. The 
bell glass contains then only nitrogen, and the mush
room will dry up in it, and can thus be preserved, for 
its vegetation has ceased. It is, in fact, mummified in 
nitrogen. 

If I immediately place a green plant, such as the 
Lysim:tChia already mentioned, alongside of the 
Agaricus, I find that in a few days the latter will some
times recommence slowly to vegetate; but the green 
plant providing more oxygen than the mushroom can 
utilize, the level of the water will soon stand at a.bout 
180 c. c.-D. T. L. Phipson, in Chemical News. 
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